
Hello Jamboree Contestants, 

Mid Hudson Radio Control Society (MHRCS) is looking forward to the 2018 52nd Jamboree event. 
The event overall will be run as usual but there are some minor changes this year that every contestant 
should be aware of.  
 

2018 Event fee 
The event fee will be $35.00 this year.  A portion of this fee will go to the Old Rhinebeck Aerodrome 
(ORA) as a usage fee of the airfield.  This fee will help ORA offset the extra expenses required to run the 
ORA operation for the Jamboree weekend. 
 

Tents 
The last few years the Aerodrome has received complaints about the partially lowered tents still 
blocking spectator’s view of the airfield show.  ORA has asked us to reorganize the way tents and trailers 
are set up to mitigate these complaints.  This year, vendor trailer and tents will be set up in the 
courtyard by the admission booth. 
 
MHRCS will be asking all pilots to collapse all tents and frames completely to the ground, not half way 
down like in the past.  Collapsing the tents will give the audience an unobstructed view of the air show. 
There will be an area on the north end dedicated for participants that cannot completely collapse their 
tents.  There will be plenty of signs installed this year for early arrivals.   
 

Group Rate Admission  
The registration process which allows one paying pilot and one paying helper to attend the Jamboree 
will remain the same.   However, all other helpers, family members, friends, etc will have to purchase 
ORA daily tickets at the admission booth for each day’s attendance.   
 
Group rates are available for family & guests of the pilot or helper.  You need to present your Jamboree 
registration badge at the ORA admission booth to obtain.   See Old Rhinebeck Aerodrome web site for 
addition rates.    www.oldrhinebeck.org 
 
The ORA Admission booth will open this year at 7am, Saturday & Sunday 
 
 
MHRCS is looking forward to the 2018 event and we hope you understand these changes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.oldrhinebeck.org/

